
Key Gender and Gender-Identity Terms

Assigned sex–The gender label sex that someone is designated at birth (and possibly
before), typically based on the appearance of their genitals

Biological sex–A person’s combinations of genitals, reproductive organs,
chromosomes and hormones

Cisgender–Describing a person whose gender identity is the same as and/or similar to their
assigned sex

Gender binary–A restrictive gender framework wherein there are only two valid genders: male
and female

Gender expression–The way that a person dresses, behaves and generally presents
themselves that is categorized as gender

Gender identity–A person’s internal understanding of their own gender

Gender-nonconforming–Describing a person whose gendered appearance is somehow
different from what is traditionally expected of their assigned sex and/or gender identity

Medical transition–The medical process of changing one’s body to be more aligned with
their gender identity

Nonbinary–Describing a person who does not identify and/or does not express their
gender within the gender binary

Sexual orientation–An identification describing a person’s physical, emotional, psychological
and sexual attraction

Social transition–A transgender person’s process of coming out and shifting presentation to be
more aligned with their gender identity, which may include requesting a different name or
pronouns

Transgender–Describing a person whose gender identity is different from their assigned sex

Transgender man–A person who identifies as a man and was assigned female at birth

Transgender woman–A person who identifies as a woman and was assigned male at birth



Terms to avoid

Biological or real–All people are biological. All people are real. Calling cisgender people
“biological” or “real” men and women positions trans and gender- nonconforming people as
somehow deceptive and/or not-biological and therefore fake. Use cisgender instead.

Normal–calling cisgender people “normal” asserts that trans and gender-
nonconforming people are not normal. Use cisgender instead.

Non-transgender–No one should be defined by what they’re not. Use cisgender instead.

Tranny–while sometimes used within the TGNC community, this is still considered a slur by
most and should be avoided.

Transgendered or Transgender as a noun (“a transgender,” “transgenders,” etc.)–Transgender is
an adjective and should be used as a descriptor people, i.e. a transgender person or transgender
woman.

Transsexual–refers to people who undergo some aspect of medical transition. Medical
procedures are highly private, so this term and should be avoided unless you know that a person
explicitly identifies with this word.

Transvestite–while some people identify as transvestites (largely in countries outside the
U.S.), this term is largely outdated and considered a slur by many.


